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Abstract
Detecting objects and estimating their pose remains as one of the major challenges of the computer vision research community.
There exists a compromise between localizing the objects and estimating their viewpoints. The detector ideally needs to be view-
invariant, while the pose estimation process should be able to generalize towards the category-level. This work is an exploration
of using deep learning models for solving both problems simultaneously. For doing so, we propose three novel deep learning
architectures, which are able to perform a joint detection and pose estimation, where we gradually decouple the two tasks. We also
investigate whether the pose estimation problem should be solved as a classification or regression problem, being this still an open
question in the computer vision community. We detail a comparative analysis of all our solutions and the methods that currently
define the state of the art for this problem. We use PASCAL3D+ and ObjectNet3D datasets to present the thorough experimental
evaluation and main results. With the proposed models we achieve the state-of-the-art performance in both datasets.
Keywords: Pose estimation, viewpoint estimation, object detection, deep learning, convolutional neural network
1. Introduction
Over the last decades, the category-level object detection
problem has drawn considerable attention. As a result, much
progress has been realized, leaded mainly by international chal-
lenges and benchmarking datasets, such as the PASCAL VOC
Challenges [1] or the ImageNet dataset [2]. Nevertheless, re-
searchers soon identified the importance of not only localizing
the objects, but also estimating their poses or viewpoints, e.g.
[3, 4, 5, 6]. This new capability results fundamental to enable
a true interaction with the world and its objects. For instance,
a robot which merely knows the location of a cup but that can-
not find its handle, will not be able to grasp it. In the end, the
robotic solution needs to know a viewpoint estimation of the
object to facilitate the inference of the visual affordance for the
object. Also, in the augmented reality field, to localize and es-
timate the viewpoint of the objects, is a crucial feature in order
to project a realistic hologram, for instance.
Technically, given an image, these models can localize the
objects, predicting their associated bounding boxes, and are
also able to estimate the relative pose of the object instances
in the scene with respect to the camera. Figure 1 shows an ex-
ample, where the viewpoint of the object is encoded using just
the azimuth angle. In the image, the target objects are the sofa
and the bicycle. Their locations are depicted by their bounding
boxes (in green), and their azimuth angles are represented by
the blue arrow inside the yellow circle.
The computer vision community rapidly detected the neces-
sity of providing the appropriate annotated datasets, in order to
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Figure 1: Object category detection and pose estimation example. In the image,
the sofa and the bicycle are localized by the green bounding boxes. The blue
arrow inside the yellow circles shows the azimuth angles of the objects, which
is a form of viewpoint annotation.
experimentally validate the object detection and pose estima-
tions approaches. To date, several datasets have been released.
Some examples are: 3D Object categories [4], EPFL Multi-
view car [7], ICARO [8], PASCAL3D+ [9] or ObjectNet3D
[10].
Thanks to these datasets, multiple models have been experi-
mentally evaluated. It is particularly interesting to observe how
all the published approaches can be classified in two groups.
In the first one, we find those models that decouple both prob-
lems (e.g. [11, 12, 13]), making first a location of the object, to
later estimate its pose. In the second group we identify the ap-
proaches that solve both tasks simultaneously (e.g. [9, 14, 15]),
because they understand that to carry out a correct location re-
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quires a good estimation of the pose, and vice versa.
But the discrepancies do not end here. Unlike the problem
of object detection, where the metric for the experimental eval-
uation is clear, being this the mean Average Precision (mAP)
defined in the PASCAL VOC Challenge, for the problem of ob-
ject detection and pose estimation, multiple metrics have been
adopted. This is motivated by the fact that not all the models
understand the viewpoint estimation problem in the same way.
Some solutions, i.e. the discrete approaches, consider that this
is a classification problem, when others, i.e. the continuous
models, understand the pose as a continuous variable, whose
estimation must be approached by solving a regression prob-
lem.
This article is an attempt to provide a comparative study
where these issues can be addressed. The main contributions of
this work are as follows:
• We introduce three novel deep learning architectures for
the problem of simultaneous object detection and pose
estimation. Our models seek to perform a joint detection
and pose estimation, trained fully end-to-end. We start
with a model that fully integrates the tasks of object local-
ization and object pose estimation. Then, we present two
architectures that gradually decouple both tasks, propos-
ing a final deep network where the integration is minimal.
All our solutions are detailed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
• All our architectures have been carefully designed to be
able to treat the pose estimation problem from a contin-
uous or from a discrete perspective. We simply need to
change the loss functions used during learning. This is
detailed in Section 3.3. Therefore, in our experiments,
we carefully compare the performance of these two fami-
lies of methods, reporting results using four different loss
functions. Therefore, this paper aims to shed some light
on which perspective is more appropriate, keeping the
network architecture fixed.
• Thanks to the proposed models, we are able to offer an
experimental evaluation (see Section 4) designed to care-
fully analyze how coupled the detection and pose estima-
tion tasks are, being this our final contribution. We also
bring a detailed comparison with all the solutions that es-
tablish the state-of-the-art for the problem of object cat-
egory detection and pose estimation. We carefully ana-
lyze all the models using two publicly available datasets:
PASCAL3D+ [9] and ObjectNet3D [10].
2. Related Work
Object category detection and viewpoint estimation is a grow-
ing research field. Several are the methods that have contributed
to improve the state of the art. Like we just have said, we can
organize in two groups all the approaches in the literature.
In the first one, we find those models that understand that
these two tasks, i.e. object localization and pose estimation,
must be solved separately [11, 12, 13]. The second group con-
sists of the models where the detection and the viewpoint esti-
mation are fully coupled [9, 14, 15, 16].
Within these two groups, one must note that while some
models solve the pose estimation as a classification problem,
i.e. the discrete approaches [15, 17], others treat the viewpoint
estimation as a regression problem, i.e. the continuous solutions
[12, 16, 18].
In this paper, we introduce three novel deep learning ar-
chitectures for the problem of joint object detection and pose
estimation. They all are extensions for the excellent Faster R-
CNN object detection model [19]. We have designed them to
gradually decouple the object localization and pose estimation
tasks. Our models significantly differ from previous deep learn-
ing based approaches for the same tasks. For instance, if we
consider the work of Tulsiani et al. [17], we observe that their
solution is based on a detector (using the R-CNN [20]), fol-
lowed by a pose classification network, fully decoupling both
tasks. On the contrary, all our architectures are trained fully
end-to-end, performing a joint detection and viewpoint estima-
tion. Moreover, the deep architectures implemented are differ-
ent. Massa et al. [15] also propose a joint model. However,
their approach is completely different. They base their design
on the Fast R-CNN detector [21]. Technically, they modify the
Fast R-CNN output to provide the detections based on an ac-
cumulative sum of scores that is provided by the pose classi-
fication for each object category. In a different manner, our
solutions are based on the Faster R-CNN, which is a distinct ar-
chitecture. Moreover, in our work we explore not only a modi-
fication of the output of the networks, but multiple architecture
designs where we can gradually separate the branches of the
network dedicated to the object localization and the viewpoint
estimation tasks.
Finally, this paper offers a detailed comparative study of so-
lutions for the joint object detection and pose estimation prob-
lem. The study included in [22] focus on the different problem
of object classification and pose estimation,i.e. they do not con-
sider the object localization task.
3. Simultaneous detection and pose estimation models
In the following section, we formulate the learning prob-
lem for a joint detection and pose estimation. Then, we detail
the proposed architectures, named: single-path, specific-path,
and specific-network (Figure 2 shows an overview of all our
designs). Technically, they all are extensions for the Faster R-
CNN approach [19]. Finally, we provide a detailed analysis of
the loss functions used in our experimental evaluation.
3.1. Learning model for simultaneous detection and pose esti-
mation
Our goal is to learn a strong visual representation that al-
lows the models to: localize the objects, classify them and esti-
mate their viewpoint with respect to the camera. Furthermore,
we consider an in the wild setting where multiple objects of a
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(a) Single-path architecture.
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(b) Specific-path architecture.
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(c) Specific-network architecture.
Figure 2: Proposed deep learning architectures for simultaneous object detec-
tion and pose estimation.
variety of categories appear in real-world scenarios, with a con-
siderable variability on the background, and where occlusions
and truncations are the rule rather than the exception.
Therefore, the supervised learning process starts from a train-
ing set S = {(xi, ti)}Ni=1, where N is the number of training sam-
ples. For each sample i in the dataset, xi ∈ X represents the
input image, and ti ∈ T , with ti = (yi, βi, φi), encodes the an-
notations for the three tasks to solve: classification (yi), ob-
ject localization (βi) and pose estimation (φi). yi ∈ Y with
Y = [1, 2, . . . ,C,C + 1] describes the object class, being C the
total number of object categories. Category C + 1 is used to
consider a generic background class. βi ∈ R4 represents the
bounding box localization of a particular object within image
xi. Finally, φi ∈ R3 encodes the 3D viewpoint annotation for a
particular object with respect to the camera position as a tuple
of azimuth, elevation and zenith angles.
We propose to learn a convolutional neural network (CNN)
[23] for simultaneous object detection and pose estimation. Tech-
nically, these CNNs are a combination of three main features
which let the model achieve a sort of invariance with respect to
imaging conditions: local receptive fields, shared convolutional
weights, and spatial pooling. Each unit in a layer receives inputs
from a set of units located in a small neighborhood of the pre-
vious layer. In the forward pass of a CNN, each output feature
is computed by the convolution of the input feature from the
previous layer. Therefore, these deep networks can be thought
of as the composition of a number of convolutional structure
functions, which transform the input image to feature maps that
are used to solve the target tasks.
For the particular problem of simultaneous object detection
and viewpoint estimation, our CNN prediction tˆ should be ex-
pressed as follows,
tˆθ,W = FW ◦ zθ(xi) . (1)
zθ : X → RD represents the D-dimensional feature mapping
that the network performs to the input images. Technically, it
consists in the transformation of the input image xi into a fea-
ture that is used to feed the output layers of our models. We
encode in θ the trainable weights of the deep architecture that
allow the network to perform the mapping. In our solutions, the
weights in θ define the hidden layers that are shared by all the
tasks that the deep network needs to solve.
FW corresponds the set of functions of the output layers.
They take as input the deep feature map zθ(xi). For the prob-
lem considered in this paper, our set of functions must address
three different tasks: classification (y), object localization (β)
and viewpoint estimation (φ). Therefore, FW = ( f
y
Wy , f
β
Wβ , f
φ
Wφ ).
f yWy with weights W
y produces the prediction for the object cat-
egory, i.e. tˆy. f βWβ predicts the object location tˆ
β. Finally, f φWφ is
in charge of the prediction of the viewpoint tˆφ.
According to the prediction model detailed in Equation 1,
we define the following objective function to learn our multi-
task neural network:
arg min
θ,W
L(θ,W, S ) , (2)
where the loss function follows the equation,
L(θ,W, S ) = λ1Ly(θ,Wy, S )+λ2Lβ(θ,Wβ, S )+λ3Lφ(θ,Wφ, S ) .
(3)
λi for i ∈ (1, 2, 3) corresponds to the scalar value that con-
trols the importance of a particular loss during training. For the
classification loss Ly we use a categorical cross-entropy func-
tion. A simple Euclidean loss is used for the object localization
task loss Lβ. Finally, for the pose estimation loss Lφ multiple
options are considered. We detail them in Section 3.3.
3.2. The proposed architectures
3.2.1. Single-path architecture
Our first deep network design is the single-path architec-
ture. It offers a natural extension of the Faster R-CNN model
for the problem of simultaneous object detection and pose es-
timation. Technically, we simply add an extra output layer in
order to predict the viewpoint of the object.
To understand the extension proposed, we proceed with a
description of the original Faster R-CNN pipeline. As it is
shown in Figure 2a, the Faster R-CNN consists of three stages.
The first stage is performed by the convolutional layers. An
input image passes through the convolutional network, to be
transformed into a deep feature map. The second stage is repre-
sented by the Region Proposal Network (RPN), which serves as
3
an “attention” mechanism during learning. Technically, it is a
fully convolutional (sub)network, which takes an image feature
map as input, and outputs a set of rectangular object proposals,
with their corresponding objectness scores. To go into details,
this RPN takes the feature map obtained from the last convolu-
tional layer (e.g. convolution 5 in a VGG16-based architecture),
and adds a new convolutional layer which is in charge of learn-
ing to generate regions of interest (ROIs). In the third stage,
these ROIs are used for pooling those features that are passed to
the last two fully-connected (FC) layers. Finally, the responses
coming from the last FC layer are used by the model: 1) to
classify the ROIs into background or object; and 2) to perform
a final bounding box regression for a fine-grained localization
of the object. In Figure 2a we represent these two tasks with
the blocks named as “Cls” (for classification) and “Bbox. Reg.”
(for the bounding box regression). Technically, the “Cls” mod-
ule is implemented with a softmax layer, and the “Bbox. Reg.”
layer is a linear regressor for the four coordinates that define a
bounding box.
In order to evaluate the capability of the Faster R-CNN for
the task of pose estimation, guaranteeing a minimal interven-
tion in the model architecture, we propose the single-path ex-
tension. It consists in the incorporation of an additional output
layer (see box “Pose” in Figure 2a), connected to the last FC
layer as well. The objective of this layer is to cast a predic-
tion for the viewpoint, and to measure the loss for this task,
propagating the appropriate gradients to the rest of the network
during learning.
For training this single-path model, we solve the objective
loss function of Equation 2. We give the same weight to each
task, i.e. λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1. Note that at this point, we do not
specify whether the viewpoint estimation will be considered as
a classification or regression problem. In this sense, different
loss functions will be considered an evaluated in the experi-
ments, in order to attain a high level of understanding of the
simultaneous detection and pose estimation problem.
3.2.2. Specific-path architecture
The specific-path is our second approach. Our objective
with this architecture is to explore the consequences of a slightly
separation of the pose estimation task from the object class de-
tection, learning specific deep features for each task.
As it is shown in Figure 2b, the extension we propose for
this second approach consists in adding two independent FC
layers, which are directly connected to the pose estimation layer.
Note that we do not change the rest of the architecture, i.e. both
the initial convolutional layers and the RPN module are shared.
The pooled features are used to feed the two groups of FC lay-
ers that form two types of features: one for the object detection
task, and the other for the viewpoint estimation. Therefore, dur-
ing training, each network FC path learns its specific features
based on its gradients, while the rest of layers learn a shared
representation.
The model is learned solving the objective function shown
in Equation 2. For the detection path, λ1 = λ2 = 1, and λ3 =
0. For the pose path we solve the Equation 2 getting rid of
the object classification and bounding box regression losses, i.e.
λ1 = λ2 = 0 and λ3 = 1.
3.2.3. Specific-network architecture
With our third architecture, named specific-network, we at-
tempt to separate as much as possible the detection and pose
estimation tasks within the same architecture. The key idea of
this design is to provide a model with two networks that can be
fully specialized in their respective tasks, while they are learned
simultaneously and end-to-end.
Consequently, as it is shown in Figure 2c, we design a model
made of two independent networks: the detection network and
the pose network. The detection network is in charge of fully
performing the object localization task, as in the original design
of the Faster R-CNN.
The pose network must focus on the viewpoint estimation
task, without any influence of the detection objective. There-
fore, this network has now its own initial convolutional layers.
To align the detection and pose estimation, the pose network re-
ceives the ROIs generated by the RPN module of the detection
network. Technically, an input image is forwarded simultane-
ously into both convolutional networks. The second stage of the
Faster R-CNN, i.e. the generation of ROIs by the RPN, occurs
in the detection network only. These ROIs are shared with the
pose network. Finally, each network pools its own features from
the generated ROIs, feeds its FC layers with these features, and
produces its corresponding outputs.
Overall, we have an architecture with two specialized net-
works, that are synchronized to solve the object detection and
pose estimation tasks in a single pass.
For learning this model we follow the same procedure as
for the specific-path. We train our detection network to solve
the Equation 2 where λ3 = 0 and λ1 = λ2 = 1. The pose
network is solved just for the pose problem, hence, λ1 = λ2 = 0
and λ3 = 1. The main difference with respect the specific-path
model is that there are no shared features, so each network is
fully specialized to solve its corresponding task.
3.2.4. Why have we chosen these designs?
All our architectures are extensions of the Faster R-CNN
approach [19]. Originally, the Faster R-CNN architecture was
proposed to address the problem of object detection only. This
model has systematically prevailing on all the detection bench-
marks (e.g. PASCAL VOC [1], COCO [24] and ILSVRC detec-
tion [2]), where leading results are obtained by Faster R-CNN
based models, albeit with deeper features (e.g. using deep resid-
ual networks [25]). So, following a simple performance crite-
rion, we believe that the Faster R-CNN with its excellent results
is a good choice.
Our second criterion for the selection of this Faster R-CNN
architecture is related with the main objective of our research:
propose and evaluate solutions for the problem of simultaneous
object detection and viewpoint estimation. Note that we neither
address the problem of pose estimation in a classification setup
in isolation (e.g. [22], where the object localization problem is
not considered), nor decouple the object detection and pose es-
timation tasks (e.g. [17]). Our models seek to perform a joint
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detection and pose estimation, trained fully end-to-end, and the
Faster R-CNN architecture is an ideal candidate to extend. All
our solutions perform a direct pooling of regions of interests in
the images from the internal RPN of the Faster R-CNN. This
way, we do not need to use any external process to hypothesize
bounding boxes (e.g. Selective Search [26]), hence perform-
ing a truly end-to-end simultaneous object detection and pose
estimation model, where the weights of the fully convolutional
RPN learn to predict object bounds and objectness scores at
each position, to maximize not only the object detection accu-
racy, but also the viewpoint estimation performance.
Finally, we want to discuss our main arguments for the con-
crete extensions proposed in our architectures. Traditionally,
the computer vision community working on the problem of
pose estimation for object categories has been divided into two
groups. Those that understand that the tasks of localizing ob-
jects and estimating their poses are decoupled tasks (e.g. [17,
12, 18, 13]), and those that advocate for jointly solving both
tasks (e.g. [15, 27, 16, 14]). The architectures proposed in this
paper move from a fully integration of both tasks, i.e. in the
single-path, towards the specific-network model, where the in-
tegration is minimal. In this way, we can design an experimen-
tal evaluation to thoroughly analyze how coupled the detection
and pose estimation tasks are. Moreover, all our experiments
are carried on publicly available dataset which have been de-
signed for the problem of detection and viewpoint estimation,
therefore a direct comparison with previous methods that define
the state of the art is also possible.
3.3. Loss functions for pose estimation
Unlike the well-defined object detection task, the viewpoint
estimation problem has been traditionally considered from two
different perspectives: the continuous and the discrete. Most
methods in the literature adopt the discrete formulation. That
is, they understand the pose estimation as a classification prob-
lem, relying on a coarse quantization of the poses for their
multi-view object detectors (e.g. [11, 14, 27]). Only a few
approaches consider that the pose estimation of categories is
ultimately a continuous problem, i.e. a regression problem (e.g.
[16, 18, 28]). In this paper, all our architectures are evaluated
considering these two perspectives for the viewpoint estima-
tion.
When we want our models to consider discrete outputs for
the pose estimation (the “Pose” layer in Figure 2), we integrate
the following categorical cross-entropy loss function in Equa-
tion 2:
Lφ(θ,Wφ, S ) = − 1N
N∑
i=1
log
(
σlφi
( f φWφ ◦ zθ(xi)
)
, (4)
where N is the number of samples, and σlφ is the softmax func-
tion for the label lφi .
When the pose estimation is considered from the continu-
ous perspective, multiple adequate regression loss functions can
be integrated. For all them, it is fundamental to deal with the
circularity of the viewpoint. Therefore, we first represent the
orientation angles as points on a unit circle by the following
transformation, p(α) = (sin(α), cos(α)), p(α) ∈ R2.
Probably, the simplest way to train the pose regressor is by
using an Euclidean loss, as follows:
Lφ(θ,Wφ, S ) = 12N
N∑
i=1
(
p
(
lφi
)
− p
(
f φWφ ◦ zθ(xi)
))2
. (5)
A popular alternative to the Euclidean loss, is the Huber loss
function,
Lφ(θ,Wφ, S ) = 1N
∑N
i=1

1
2
(
p
(
lφi
)
− p
(
f φWφ ◦ zθ(xi)
))2
if
∣∣∣∣p (lφi ) − p ( f φWφ ◦ zθ(xi))∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ,
δ
∣∣∣∣p (lφi ) − p ( f φWφ ◦ zθ(xi))∣∣∣∣ − 12δ2 otherwise .
(6)
The advantage of this loss is that it tends to be more robust
to outliers than the Euclidean loss.
Finally, we propose to also use the continuous cyclic co-
sine cost function, which is widely used in the natural language
processing literature [29]. It is defined as follows,
Lφ(θ,Wφ, S ) = 1N
N∑
i=1
1 − p(lφi )p( f φWφ ◦ zθ(xi))∥∥∥p(lφi )∥∥∥ ∥∥∥p( f φWφ ◦ zθ(xi))∥∥∥
 . (7)
4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation details
To perform our experiments, we have implemented all our
models and loss functions using the deep learning framework
Caffe [30]. The optimization is done by using the Stochas-
tic Gradient Descent algorithm, with: a momentum of 0.9; a
weight decay of 0.0005; and a learning rate of 0.001. The learn-
ing rate of the output layer for the pose estimation has been mul-
tiplied by a factor of 0.01, so as to guarantee that the network
properly converges. We publicly release all our implementa-
tions1.
We follow the standard procedure of the Faster R-CNN [19]
for training the models in an end-to-end fashion. This way,
for each training iteration, just one image is taken and passed
through the first set of convolutions. In a second step, a col-
lection of 128 region proposals is generated. These regions are
used to build the batch to feed the last set of FC layers. This
batch contains 32 samples of foreground samples and 96 sam-
ples of background.
For the experimental evaluation, we use two publicly avail-
able datasets, which have been especially designed for the eval-
uation of object detection and pose estimation models: PAS-
CAL3D+ [9] and ObjectNet3D [10]. We strictly follow the
experimental setup described in these datasets. In the follow-
ing sections, more details are provided, as well as a thorough
analysis of the results and main conclusions obtained.
4.2. Results in the PASCAL3D+ dataset
PASCAL3D+ [9] dataset is one of the largest and most chal-
lenging datasets for the problem of object detection and pose
1The link to download all the models and software to reproduce the results
will be inserted once the paper gets accepted.
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Figure 3: Some images of the PASCAL3D+ dataset.
estimation. Technically, it consists of: 1) the images and anno-
tations of the 12 rigid object categories provided with the PAS-
CAL VOC 2012 dataset [1]; and 2) an additional set of 22,394
images taken from the ImageNet [2] dataset, for the same 12
categories. On average, it has more than 3000 instances per
object category. The test set has 5823 images directly inher-
ited from the PASCAL VOC 2012 test subset. Figure 3 shows
some examples of images. One can clearly observe that the
images provided contain objects “in the wild”. The standard
PASCAL VOC annotation for all the objects (i.e. category la-
bel and bounding box), has been extended to provide a precise
3D pose. This has been done performing a manual alignment
of the objects in the images with 3D CAD models. This way,
azimuth, elevation and distance from the camera pose in 3D are
provided for each object.
For our analysis, we follow the official experimental setup
of the PASCAL3D+ [9]. The evaluation metric for the object
detection and pose estimation is the Average Viewpoint Preci-
sion (AVP). This AVP is similar to the Average Precision (AP)
for object detection. To compute the AVP, every output of the
detector is considered to be correct if and only if the bounding
box overlap with the ground truth annotation is larger than 50%
and the viewpoint estimation for the azimuth angle is correct.
When we consider a discrete space for the viewpoint, the view-
point estimation is correct if it coincides with the ground truth
azimuth label. On the contrary, if the viewpoint belongs to a
continuous space, then, two viewpoint labels are correct if the
distance between them is smaller than a fixed threshold of 2piv ,
where v is the number of views.
4.2.1. Network initialization analysis
One of the most common practices in deep learning consists
in initializing a deep network architecture with the weights of
a model pre-trained in a big dataset, such as ImageNet [2], and
then start a fine tunning process for a specific task, typically
using a different dataset.
For our problem of joint object detection and pose estima-
tion, we also follow this popular recipe. In a nutshell, we fine
tune our networks in the PASCAL3D+ dataset, using for the
initialization of the weights two pre-trained models: the orig-
inal VGG16 model [31] trained for the ImageNet dataset, and
the Faster R-CNN model [19] using only the training set of the
PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset. Note that the validation set of the
original PASCAL VOC 2012 is now the test set proposed in the
PASCAL3D+, therefore, we do not allow the Faster R-CNN to
be pre-trained on it.For the rest of model weights that are not
covered by the pre-trained models, we basically follow a stan-
dard random initialization.
Here we simply want to explore what initialization proce-
dure is the best option. Therefore, for this preliminary exper-
iment, we just use our first architecture, the Single-path. The
pose estimation is considered as a classification problem, using
360 discrete bins, and we employ the cross-entropy loss defined
in Eq. 4.
Init. strategy mAP mAVP 4 mAVP 8 mAVP 16 mAVP 24
ImageNet 49.5 37.6 32.0 24.6 20.2
PASCAL VOC 2012 63.6 42.4 32.2 23.6 18.9
Table 1: Effect of the network initialization strategy in the PASCAL3D+ for
the Single-path architecture.
Table 1 shows the main results using the described initial-
ization strategies. In terms of object detection precision, i.e.
mAP, the initialization of our model, using the PASCAL VOC
2012 datasets is the best option, by a considerable margin, with
respect to the ImageNet based strategy. Interestingly, the mAP
of our model (63.6) improves the state-of-the-art for the object
detection task in the official PASCAL3D+ leaderboard 2, where
the best mAP is of 62.5 reported in [15].
In terms of a joint object detection and pose estimation, we
also report the mAVP for different sets of views (4, 8, 16 and
24). The ImageNet based initialization reports slightly better
results only for the more fine grained setups of 16 and 24 views.
When just 4 or 8 views are considered, the initialization process
using the PASCAL VOC 2012 is the best option, considering its
high detection precision. This first experiment also reveals that
it seems to be a trade-off between how good the system is local-
izing objects and how accurate the pose predictions are. Over-
all, we conclude that the best initialization strategy is clearly the
2Official PASCAL3D+ leaderboard is available at http://cvgl.
stanford.edu/projects/pascal3d.html
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Losses mAP mAVP 4 mAVP 8 mAVP 16 mAVP 24
Discrete (Eq. 4) 63.6 42.4 32.2 23.6 18.9
Euclidean (Eq. 5) 64.3 47.9 34.7 23.2 17.6
Huber (Eq. 6) 64.5 46.1 31.5 20.2 15.2
Cyclic Cosine (Eq. 7) 55.6 42.1 32.2 22.5 17.5
Table 2: Loss function analysis for the PASCAL3D+ dataset. Object detection
and viewpoint estimation performances are reported.
one based on the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset. Therefore, for
the rest of experiments, we follow this initialization strategy.
4.2.2. Discrete vs. Continuous approaches analysis
As we have discussed in Section 3.3, the pose estimation
problem can be treated following either a discrete approach, i.e.
as a classification problem, or a continuous approximation, i.e.
as a regression problem. One of the main objectives of our
study is to shed light on this discussion.
We have carefully designed all our architectures, so they all
can consider a discrete and a continuous approximation to the
pose estimation problem. We simply have to change the Pose
estimation layer, and its associated loss function. Up to four
different loss functions are analyzed in these experiments, one
for the discrete case and three for the continuous approach.
When the discrete scenario is considered, we follow the
cross-entropy loss function in Equation 4. Technically, our ar-
chitectures consider 360 different classes for the azimuth angle.
For each category in the dataset (except for the background),
we learn a specific pose estimator, therefore, we need to define
a softmax function with a length of 360×C elements, where C is
the number of classes. During learning, we have opted to mask
the softmax layer, propagating only the error for the elements
that correspond to the pose of the foreground class.
For the continuous pose estimation problem, our networks
learn to directly perform the regression of the two values cor-
responding to the conversion to polar coordinates the azimuth
angle. We design our deep models to learn a particular regres-
sor for each object category. And again, during learning, only
the regressor that corresponds to the associated class label of
the sample in the training batch, is allowed to propagate errors.
Following this continuous setup, we analyze the three different
loss functions introduced in Section 3.3: the Euclidean loss (Eq.
5), the Huber loss (Eq. 6), and the Cyclic cosine loss (Eq. 7).
Table 2 shows the main results, when the different loss func-
tions are used. Discrete, Euclidean and Huber losses exhibit
a very similar detection performance (mAP). Only when the
Cyclic Cosine loss is used, a substantial drop of the detection
performance is reported. The reason we find to explain this
fact is that during training, the Cyclic Cosine loss can eventu-
ally produce larger gradients than the detection loss. This is-
sue causes that the learning process tends to focus more “atten-
tion” on the pose estimation task, obtaining a deep model with a
worse object localization accuracy. A simple adjustment of the
λ values in Eq. 3 did not properly work in our experiments. An-
other possibility could be to perform a power normalization of
the gradients produced by the different losses at the same level
of the network. However, we did not explore this option. In-
stead, we opted for applying the clipping gradient strategy [32],
with a threshold value of 5.
If we analyze now the mAVP, where both object detection
and viewpoint estimation accuracies are considered, we can ob-
serve that, in general, the best performance is reported when the
Euclidean loss based model is used. Moreover, within the group
of continuous viewpoint estimation models, the Euclidean is
the clear winner. Therefore, for the rest of the paper, when a
continuous viewpoint model is learned, we use the Euclidean
loss. Interestingly, the continuous approach wins the discrete
model only when 4 and 8 set of views are considered. For 16
and 24 views, the discrete model retrieves a slightly better per-
formance. In our experiments, we have noted that the continu-
ous pose estimation approaches tend to offer smooth predictions
that are concentrated around the most frequent viewpoint of the
training set. However, the discrete approach, with a Softmax
loss, does not suffer that much from this pose annotation bias.
Figure 4 shows a detailed comparison of the performance
between a discrete and a continuous approach for a pair of rep-
resentative object categories: car and bus. Car is the class with
the largest amount of samples in the PASCAL3D+ dataset, i.e.
1004 instances of non-difficult objects. The annotated views for
cars are distributed quite homogeneously across all the poses,
although they are slightly biased towards the frontal and rear
views. Category bus provides only 301 samples, and the pose
is clearly concentrated in the frontal view.
For the category Car, Figures 4a and 4b show that the per-
formance of both models (continuous and discrete) are compa-
rable. The continuous pose model tends to get confused with
nearby views, while the discrete approach reports more errors
with opposite viewpoints. The scenario changes when one in-
spects the results for the Bus object category. Figures 4c and 4d
show that the performance of the continuous model is slightly
worse than the one of the discrete model. Like we detail above,
the continuous model tends to concentrate its predictions around
the pose annotated bias (i.e. the frontal). Observe the bar di-
agram in 4c, where most of the Rear views are assigned to
Frontal views.
We want to conclude this analysis, adding an additional di-
mension to the discussion: the influence (in the performance)
of the evaluation metric used. The problem of simultaneous de-
tection and pose estimation has not been associated with either
a clear experimental evaluation process or an evaluation metric.
Obviously, part of the problem is that discrete and continuous
approaches, being of a different nature, have been evaluated in
different ways. As a result, multiple evaluation metrics have
been proposed, e.g. Pose Estimation Average Precision (PEAP)
[5], Average Orientation Similarity (AOS) [33] and AVP [9].
We refer the reader to [34], where an extensive analysis of the
different evaluation metrics is presented.
We have compared the performance of the AVP and the
AOS metrics. Our experiments reveal that the AVP metric tends
to favor discrete approaches, while the AOS metric favors the
continuous models. For instance, for the category bus, Figure 5
shows the precision-recall curves when the different metrics are
used. When the AVP metric is used, the discrete approach (Dis-
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(a) Car - Euclidean loss. (b) Car - Softmax loss. (c) Bus - Euclidean loss. (d) Bus - Softmax loss.
Figure 4: Viewpoint estimation performance detailed analysis. A comparison between continuous (with Euclidean loss) and discrete (with a Softmax loss) models
for categories Car and Bus. (a) and (b) contain the results for the car category, while (c) and (d) show the results for the bus class. First row include pie charts
showing the general performance of the models, where it is reported the percentage of: correct detections, confusions with opposite viewpoints, confusions with
nearby poses, and the rest of errors (Other). Second row shows a detailed analysis, of the same type of errors, considering 8 set of viewpoints (F: Frontal, R-F:
Right-Frontal, F-L: Frontal-Left, RE: Rear, RE-R: Rear-Right, L: Left, L-RE: Left-Rear and R: Right).
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Figure 5: Detection and pose estimation performance for the bus category. A
comparison based on evaluation metrics AOS and AVP, for both continuous
(red tonalities) and discrete (blue tonalities) approaches.
AVP) obtains a higher average precision, compared to the one
reported for the continuous model (Cont-AVP). On the other
hand, when the AOS metric is followed, the average precision
is slightly superior for the continuous model, i.e. Dis-AOS <
Cont-AOS.
In any case, taking into account the observations made in
[34], we would like to remark that the AOS metric is not an ad-
equate measurement of the object detection and pose estimation
problem. In [34], the authors show that this metric is dominated
mainly by the detection performance, masquerading the pose
estimation precision. Therefore, for the rest of our study, we
choose to use an evaluation procedure based only on the AVP
metric.
Overall, based on these results, we conclude that continu-
ous viewpoint estimation models tend to accumulate errors at
nearby poses, while discrete pose estimation approaches errors
are more likely to occur in opposite views. Objectively, errors
with close poses are not as important as errors associated with
opposite poses. We believe that the continuous models could re-
sult more attractive for the problem we are dealing with. How-
ever, if the amount of training data is not large enough, and
is not well balanced in terms of pose annotations, a discrete
estimation model,i.e. based on a classifier, is the best option.
This is the normal situation in all datasets, and also in the PAS-
CAL3D+. Therefore, for the rest of our study, we opt for a
discrete model.
4.2.3. Independent vs Joint object detection and pose estima-
tion
A quick reading of the scientific literature reveals two main
models for tackling the problem of detecting and estimating the
pose of object categories. On the one hand we find those who
decouple both tasks. The detector is trained and executed sep-
arately to locate objects in the images. Subsequently, the pose
estimator is responsible for associating a pose to the detected
object. On the other hand, we have the models that are trained
to solve both tasks together. In this section, we analyze the
performance of these two families of works. To do so, we of-
fer a detailed comparison of the proposed architectures in Sec-
tion 3.2, with existing state-of-the-art models that belong to one
family or another.
We need to start this experimental evaluation making the
following observations with respect to the three architecture
proposed in this paper. Technically, our 3 network designs
present a clear evolution in terms of the degree of coupling of
the tasks of detection and pose estimation. Our Single-path ap-
proach clearly belongs to the joint family. Note that in this
architecture, all the features of the network are shared for both
tasks. With the Specific-path architecture we advance one step
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forward in the decoupling degree. It is a hybrid system, where
the convolutional layer features are shared, while the FC lay-
ers are split into two paths: one for the object localization and
one for the pose estimation. Finally we propose the Specific-
network. Although it should be considered as an architecture
belonging to the group of independent, we cannot forget that it
actually proposes a new paradigm, where both networks, spe-
cialized in different tasks, can be trained end-to-end. Note that
although the networks learn their characteristics in a decoupled
way, the ROIs produced by the network in charge of the lo-
cation are shared with the network for the estimation of the
pose, which somehow conditions their learning. This end-to-
end methodology clearly differs from the rest of state-of-the-art
independent models (e.g. [11] ).
Table 3 shows the results for all of our architectures in the
PASCAL3D+ dataset. Overall, our two independent models re-
port a better performance than the Single-path architecture. For
the specific case of 4 set of views, the best performance is given
by the Specific-path model, which achieves the best AVP for 6
of 11 categories. For the rest of set of views (8, 16 and 24),
the best performance is consistently achieved by our Specific-
network architecture. The obtained results show that the inde-
pendent approaches perform better than joint approaches. In
Figure 6, we show some qualitative examples produced by our
Specific-network architecture.
We now compare our best model, i.e. the Specific-network,
with the state-of-the-art models in Table 4. First of all, our
Specific-network reports the best object detection results: see
last column in Table 4.
Depending on the the number set of views used for the eval-
uation in the PASCAL3D+ we can identify different winners,
even from different families of methods. For instance, joint
models retrieve the best results, in terms of mAVP, for 4, 8 and
24 views. For 16 views, it is the independent model in [11] the
one reporting the best performance.
Regarding all the results in Table 4 we can conclude that the
independent approaches exhibit a better accuracy over most of
the joint models.
Note that the state-of-the-art for 24 view sets if achieved by
the Craft-CNN [15], which uses synthetic CAD models during
learning. This is also the case for the RenderCNN [27]. The rest
of models, including ours, do not use any extra data in form of
CAD models. Note that the Specific-network systematically re-
ports a better performance than the RenderCNN, for instance.
The Single-Shot approach [35] is the clear winner for 4 and 8
set of views, and the VP&KP [11] wins for 16 set of views. In
all these scenarios, our Specific-network reports a higher detec-
tion accuracy than the winner model. This aspect is relevant,
because the metric used tends to favor detectors with a lower
localization precision. We refer the reader to the study in [34]
for more details. In other words, the more detections that are
retrieved by a model, the greater the likelihood that the objects
for which pose estimations have to be assigned are objects that,
being more difficult to detect, appear occluded or truncated, or
that are too small, aspects which naturally complicate a correct
estimation of the viewpoint.
Every model comes with its own detector: VP&KP uses the
R-CNN [37], Craft-CNN uses the Fast R-CNN [21], and we fol-
low the Faster R-CNN architecture [19]. How can we evaluate
the actual influence of the detector in the viewpoint estimation
performance? In order to shed some light on this issue, we have
decided to perform an additional experiment. We have taken the
code of the VP&KP model provided by the authors. This model
defines an independent type architecture, where two completely
decoupled and different deep networks are used: one for de-
tection, and one for the pose estimation. We start using our
Specific-path model which has the best detection performance,
and we run it over the training images. We then collect these
detections on the training data to enrich the ground truth data.
Note that we only collect those detections whose overlap with
the original ground truth is grater than 70%. This is equiva-
lent to the jittering technique applied in the original paper but
taking into account the bounding box distribution of the detec-
tor. With this extended training data, we proceed to train the
original pose estimator in [11]. For the test images, we recover
our detections, and apply the described pose estimator on them.
We call this pipeline: Improved VP&KP (Imp-VP&KP). Tech-
nically, the detector of the original VP&KP has been improved,
using the Faster R-CNN now.
As we can see in Table 5, our Improved VP&KP systemat-
ically reports better results than the original work. Moreover,
in Figure 7 we present a comparison between the Imp-VP&KP
and the results of the Craft-CNN [15] for 24 views. We can
observe how by simply updating the object detector, the model
of [11] can easily get the same performance as the Craft-CNN
[15].
4.2.4. The side effect of the pose estimation in the joint system
The systems that address the object detection and pose es-
timation problems simultaneously, in principle, have multiple
benefits, compared with the models that decouple both tasks.
They are clearly more efficient, in terms of computational cost.
Note that during training, for instance, both task are learned si-
multaneously. Moreover, for a test image, the localization of
the object, and the estimation of its pose is obtained at the same
time, not needing to process the images with a complex pipeline
consisting of a detector followed by a viewpoint estimator. In a
joint system, most of the operations are shared between tasks.
In spite of these advantages, our experiments reveal that
there is a trade-off between doing the object localization accu-
rately and casting a precise estimation for the viewpoint. Ide-
ally, a good detector should be invariant to the different poses of
an object, e.g. it should correctly localize frontal and rear views
of cars. This would push the detection models to learn rep-
resentations that are not adequate to discriminate between the
different poses, being this what a good pose estimator should
learn.
In Table 6 we report some results that can help us to un-
derstand the mentioned trade-off. The first two rows show the
results reported by Massa et al. [15]. They show a comparison
between their joint and independent approaches. Their indepen-
dent solution clearly obtains a better performance for the object
detection than the joint model, but also one can observe how
the pose estimation precision, in terms of mAVP, decreases.
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Methods Aero Bike Boat Bus Car Chair Table MBike Sofa Train Monitor Avg.
AP Object Detection
Single-path 78.1 74.3 47.2 79.7 70.2 28.2 53.0 76.0 52.0 79.5 60.8 63.6
Specific-path 78.5 73.1 49.3 79.2 70.3 32.3 52.7 78.0 58.0 77.9 64.6 64.9
Specific-network 77.8 74.2 47.9 78.7 70.3 30.7 52.9 78.1 56.5 77.7 62.7 64.3
AVP 4 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
Single-path 52.4 41.7 18.6 66.2 45.3 14.2 26.1 44.7 40.4 63.7 52.9 42.4
Specific-path 56.7 54.7 24.1 66.2 50.2 17.3 30.1 55.7 44.0 61.6 60.4 47.4
Specific-network 58.4 57.0 23.2 66.3 53.3 16.9 27.9 60.9 41.5 60.1 52.6 47.1
AVP 8 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
Single-path 42.9 28.9 11.1 52.7 38.8 10.5 18.1 32.0 28.3 50.2 40.5 32.2
Specific-path 47.2 38.3 16.3 47.2 43.0 12.8 25.5 47.5 33.2 53.4 43.5 37.1
Specific-network 51.3 43.2 14.4 54.6 46.1 13.3 21.8 48.4 33.8 49.4 41.7 38.2
AVP 16 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
Single-path 22.8 19.5 7.8 54.4 31.8 6.8 14.0 20.5 15.6 42.9 23.6 23.6
Specific-path 33.4 25.9 10.1 51.3 32.7 8.0 20.1 23.8 25.9 38.0 32.5 27.4
Specific-network 36.7 30.5 11.7 57.4 39.7 8.9 21.8 29.6 25.5 38.0 31.9 30.2
AVP 24 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
Single-path 18.1 15.3 4.4 44.8 27.2 5.2 11.8 13.7 14.0 36.9 16.9 18.9
Specific-path 26.0 18.3 7.7 40.6 29.3 5.2 15.9 18.4 20.3 36.7 24.4 22.1
Specific-network 22.9 21.8 8.8 45.0 33.2 7.0 18.2 20.8 16.9 33.4 21.8 22.7
Table 3: Object detection and pose estimation results in the PASCAL3D+ dataset. Comparison between all our architectures. In gray color we show our joint
solution, i.e. the Single-path architecture. The remaining architectures (Specific-path and Specific-network) can be classified in the group of independent approaches.
It is also interesting to observe, in the last rows of Table 6,
how this trade-off between object detection and pose estimation
performances also affects the model of Poirson et al. [35]. We
can see that when they try to train their Single-Shot joint model
to be more discriminative in terms of poses,i.e. increasing the
number of sets of views from 4 to 24, the object detection ac-
curacy tends to decrease.
If we now analyze the performance reported by our solu-
tions, from the Single-path to the Specific-network, we note that
the detection performance slightly increases for our indepen-
dent models, but we are able to also report a better performance
in terms of pose estimation. We explain this fact with the type
of deep architectures we have proposed. Both the Specific-path
and the Specific-network can not be categorized as truly inde-
pendent models: we do not completely decouple the tasks of
object localization and pose estimation. Ours is an exercise or
relaxing the amount of shared information between these tasks,
which defines a training process able to enforce the networks to
learn representations that are adequate for both tasks.
4.3. Results in the ObjectNet3D dataset
In this work, we also perform a detailed experimental eval-
uation of our models in the large scale dataset for 3D object
recognition ObjectNet3D [10]. It consists of 100 categories,
90.127 images and more than 200.000 annotated objects. This
dataset has been carefully designed for the evaluation of the
problems of object detection, classification, and pose estima-
tion. Similarly to the PASCAL3D+, the object pose annotation
is the result of the manual alignment of a 3D CAD model with
the target object. Figure 8 shows some examples of this dataset.
Like we describe in Section 4.1, we strictly follow the ex-
perimental setup detailed in [10]. Only the training data is used
to learn the models. We then report our results using the vali-
dation and test sets. For the evaluation metric, Xiang et al. [10]
propose a generalization of the AVP. They basically extend the
AVP to consider the prediction of the three angles provided in
the annotation: azimuth, elevation and in-plane rotation. Tech-
nically, the solutions must provide an estimation for these three
variables. Then, the corresponding predicted rotation matrix Rˆ
is constructed. The difference between the ground truth pose R,
and the prediction encoded in Rˆ is computed using a geodesic
distance as follows:
d(R, Rˆ) =
1√
2
|| log
(
RˆT R
)
|| . (8)
According to Xiang et al. in [10], for the AVP, an estimation
is considered to be correct if d(R, Rˆ) < pi6 .
With respect to the technical implementation of our models,
note that they cast a prediction for the three pose angles (az-
imuth, elevation and in-plane rotation) simultaneously. We re-
peat the same initialization procedure, using a pre-trained model
on the ImageNet dataset. Again, we use the Stochastic Gradi-
ent Descent optimizer, with a momentum of 0.9, and the weight
decay is set to 0.0005. This time we fix to 1 all the specific
learning rates for each layer. The training is performed in an
end-to-end fashion following the Faster R-CNN procedure [19].
4.3.1. Discrete vs. Continuous approaches analysis
In our experiments with the PASCAL3D+ dataset, one of
the main conclusions obtained has been that the discrete pose
estimation models, based on classifiers, give better results than
continuous pose estimation models. When the number of train-
ing samples is not large enough, and the pose annotations are
not well balanced, a discrete estimation model is generally the
best option. Now, with the novel ObjectNet3D dataset, which
provides more viewpoint annotations for more object categories,
we have the opportunity to explore whether we can obtain a bet-
ter performance for the continuous approaches.
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Figure 6: Qualitative results produced by the Specific-network in the PASCAL3D+ dataset. In green, we depict the ground truth annotations, while in red we show
the results produced by our model. Rectangles correspond to the bounding boxes, while the arrows depict annotated orientations of the objects.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Craft-CNN and the Imp-VP&KP experiment for 24
views.
We follow the same procedure described in Section 4.2.2 for
our previous Discrete vs. Continuous approaches analysis. We
use our Single-path model, which is trained for a continuous
pose estimation task, solving a regression problem using the
Euclidean and Huber losses. When the discrete pose estimation
problem is tackled, we simply learn a classifier employing the
Softmax loss.
Table 7 reports the obtained results of our Single-path ar-
chitecture, trained on the training set, and evaluated over the
validation set. In our experiments, we observe a similar perfor-
mance among all the models, but this time the continuous pose
estimation architectures exhibit a small advantage, like we have
previously suggested. Therefore, for the rest of the experiments
in this dataset, we use the continuous viewpoint architecture,
employing the Huber loss.
4.3.2. Comparison of our architectures
In this section, we propose to analyze the performance of all
our architectures, i.e. the Single-path, the Specific-path and the
Specific-network, in this novel dataset. We only use the train-
ing set for learning the models, and the evaluation is carried in
the validation set. Figure 9 shows that for this dataset, all our
models report a very similar performance. Note how the AP
reported for the object localization task is almost identical for
the three networks, while for the pose estimation the Specific-
path exhibits a slightly superior AVP. In any case, we conclude
that for this dataset, there is no clear winner within our models.
Therefore, now that the amount of training data in the Object-
Net3D dataset has increased considerably, it seems that there
are no major differences between treating the problem of locat-
ing objects and estimating their pose jointly or separately.
4.3.3. A comparison with the State-of-the-art
In this section, we provide a comparison with the state-of-
the-art models reported by Xiang et al. [10]. For the joint 2D
detection and continuous 3D pose estimation task, they propose
a modification of the Fast R-CNN [21] model, using two differ-
ent base architectures: the VGG-16 [31] and the AlexNet [38].
Technically, they add a viewpoint regression FC branch just
after the FC7 layer. Their network is trained to jointly solve
three tasks: classification, bounding box regression and view-
point regression. The FC layer for viewpoint regression is of
size 3 × 101, i.e. , for each class, it predicts the three angles of
azimuth, elevation and in-plane rotation. The smoothed L1 loss
is used for viewpoint regression.
Table 8 shows the comparison with the state-of-the-art mod-
els, but now in the test set of the ObjectNet3D dataset. On the
first two rows of the table, we include the results of the VGG-
16 and the AlexNet based models reported in [9]. The last row
shows the performance of our Specific-path model. First, note
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Methods Aero Bike Boat Bus Car Chair Table MBike Sofa Train Monitor mAVP mAP
AVP 4 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
VDPM [9] 34.6 41.7 1.5 26.1 20.2 6.8 3.1 30.4 5.1 10.7 34.7 19.5 26.8
DPM-VOC+VP [14] 37.4 43.9 0.3 48.6 36.9 6.1 2.1 31.8 11.8 11.1 32.2 23.8 27.0
Craft-CNN [15] - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Single-Shot [35] 64.6 62.1 26.8- 70.0 51.4 11.3 40.7 62.7 40.6 65.9 61.3 50.7 61.0
SubCNN [36] 61.4 60.4 21.1 63.0 48.7 23.8 17.4 60.7 47.8 55.9 62.3 47.5 60.7
RenderCNN [27] 50.0 50.5 15.1 57.1 41.8 15.7 18.6 50.8 28.4 46.1 58.2 39.7 56.9
VP&KP [11] 63.1 59.4 20.3 69.8 55.2 25.1 24.3 61.1 43.8 59.4 55.4 49.1 56.9
Specific-network 58.4 57.0 23.2 66.3 53.3 16.9 27.9 60.9 41.5 60.1 52.6 47.1 64.3
AVP 8 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
VDPM [9] 23.4 36.5 1.0 35.5 23.5 5.8 3.6 25.1 12.5 10.9 27.4 18.7 29.9
DPM-VOC+VP [14] 28.6 40.3 0.2 38.0 36.6 9.4 2.6 32.0 11.0 9.8 28.6 21.5 28.3
Craft-CNN [15] - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Single-Shot [35] 58.7 56.4 19.9 62.4 42.2 10.6 34.7 58.6 38.8 61.2 49.7 45.1 60.4
SubCNN [36] 48.8 36.3 16.4 39.8 37.2 19.1 13.2 37.0 32.1 44.4 26.9 31.9 60.7
RenderCNN [27] 44.5 41.1 10.1 48.0 36.6 13.7 15.1 39.9 26.8 39.1 46.5 32.9 56.9
VP&KP [11] 57.5 54.8 18.9 59.4 51.5 24.7 20.5 59.5 43.7 53.3 45.6 44.5 56.9
Specific-network 51.3 43.2 14.4 54.6 46.1 13.3 21.8 48.4 33.8 49.4 41.7 38.2 64.3
AVP 16 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
VDPM [9] 15.4 18.4 0.5 46.9 18.1 6.0 2.2 16.1 10.0 22.1 16.3 15.6 30.0
DPM-VOC+VP [14] 15.9 22.9 0.3 49.0 29.6 6.1 2.3 16.7 7.1 20.2 19.9 17.3 28.3
Craft-CNN [15] - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Single-Shot [35] 46.1 39.6 13.6 56.0 36.8 6.4 23.5 41.8 27.0 38.8 36.4 33.3 60.0
SubCNN [36] 28.0 23.7 10.0 50.8 31.4 14.3 9.4 23.4 19.5 30.7 27.8 24.5 60.7
RenderCNN [27] 27.5 25.8 6.5 45.8 29.7 8.5 12.0 31.4 17.7 29.7 31.4 24.2 56.9
VP&KP [11] 46.6 42.0 12.7 64.6 42.7 20.8 18.5 38.8 33.5 42.5 32.9 36.0 56.9
Specific-network 36.7 30.5 11.7 57.4 39.7 8.9 21.8 29.6 25.5 38.0 31.9 30.2 64.3
AVP 24 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
VDPM [9] 8.0 14.3 0.3 39.2 13.7 4.4 3.6 10.1 8.2 20.0 11.2 12.1 29.5
DPM-VOC+VP [14] 9.7 16.7 2.2 42.1 24.6 4.2 2.1 10.5 4.1 20.7 12.9 13.6 27.1
Craft-CNN [15] 42.4 37.0 18.0 59.6 43.3 7.6 25.1 39.3 29.4 48.1 28.4 34.4 59.9
Single-Shot [35] 33.4 29.4 9.2 54.7 35.7 5.5 23.0 30.3 27.6 44.1 34.3 28.8 59.3
SubCNN [36] 20.7 16.4 7.9 34.6 24.6 9.4 7.6 19.9 20.0 32.7 18.2 19.3 60.7
RenderCNN [27] 21.5 22.0 4.1 38.6 25.5 7.4 11.0 24.4 15.0 28.0 19.8 19.8 56.9
VP&KP [11] 37.0 33.4 10.0 54.1 40.0 17.5 19.9 34.3 28.9 43.9 22.7 31.1 56.9
Specific-network 22.9 21.8 8.8 45.0 33.2 7.0 18.2 20.8 16.9 33.4 21.8 22.7 64.3
Table 4: Comparison with the state-of-the-art in the PASCAL3D+ dataset.In gray color we show the joint solutions.
that we are able to report a better detection performance than the
AlexNet based solution in [9]. Second, although the VGG-16
based architecture of [9] reports the best detection results, if we
simultaneously consider the object localization and viewpoint
estimation accuracies, i.e. using the AVP metric, our model is
the clear winner. This fact is particularly relevant, if we con-
sider that the pose estimation is bounded by the detection per-
formance, according to the evaluation metric used. Overall, this
implies that our model is more accurate predicting poses.
In a detailed comparison of our solution with the VGG-16
based architecture used in [9], we find the following differences
that also help to explain the results obtained. First, while our
model is trained fully end-to-end, the approach in [10] consists
in training the Region Proposal Network of [19] first, and then
using these proposals to fine-tune their model for the object de-
tection and pose estimation tasks. Therefore, their model is
mainly trained to optimize the detection performance, which
explains why our Specific-path reports a slightly lower mAP.
Second, there are significant differences in how the pose esti-
mation is performed. In [10], a regressor is trained to directly
predict viewpoint values in degrees. We, instead, decompose
each angle into two polar coordinates. This decomposition nat-
urally takes into account the cyclic nature of viewpoint angles.
This explains why our Single-path model reports a better per-
formance for the pose.
We finally show some qualitative results for the Object-
Net3D dataset in Figure 10.
5. Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a complete analysis of the
state of the art for the problem of simultaneous object detec-
tion and pose estimation. We have designed an experimental
validation, using the PASCAL3D+ and ObjectNet3D datasets,
where we can evaluate the degree of coupling that exists among
the tasks of object localization and viewpoint estimation. For
doing so, we have introduced three deep learning architectures,
which are able to perform a joint detection and pose estima-
tion, where we gradually decouple these two tasks. With the
proposed models we have achieved the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in both datasets. We have concluded that decoupling the
detection from the viewpoint estimation task have benefits on
the overall performance of the models.
Furthermore, we have extended the comparative analysis of
all our approaches considering the pose estimation as a discrete
or a continuous problem, according to the two families of work
in the literature. In our experiments, we have analyzed the main
factors that need to be considered during the system design and
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Methods Aero Bike Boat Bus Car Chair Table MBike Sofa Train Monitor Avg.
AVP 4 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
VP&KP [11] 63.1 59.4 20.3 69.8 55.2 25.1 24.3 61.1 43.8 59.4 55.4 49.1
Imp-VP&KP 70.8 66.2 37.9 75.5 61.6 17.7 39.5 68.9 49.6 67.0 62.8 56.1
AVP 8 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
VP&KP [11] 57.5 54.8 18.9 59.4 51.5 24.7 20.5 59.5 43.7 53.3 45.6 44.5
Imp-VP&KP 63.9 61.4 29.0 63.3 56.2 15.8 32.8 65.3 42.0 60.6 53.6 49.4
AVP 16 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
VP&KP [11] 46.6 42.0 12.7 64.6 42.7 20.8 18.5 38.8 33.5 42.5 32.9 36.0
Imp-VP&KP 51.2 43.2 20.4 68.9 47.3 17.7 30.1 40.8 36.5 44.7 38.9 39.6
AVP 24 Views - Joint Object Detection and Pose Estimation
VP&KP [11] 37.0 33.4 10.0 54.1 40.0 17.5 19.9 34.3 28.9 43.9 22.7 31.1
Imp-VP&KP 40.7 36.4 15.8 58.5 45.8 10.7 28.5 35.9 28.3 49.5 26.6 34.3
Table 5: VP&KP [11] vs. Imp-VP&KP experiment.
Iron CarFork Plate KettleMotorbike
Figure 8: ObjectNet3D image samples.
Method mAP mAVP
Craft-CNN (AlexNet) [15]
Joint - 24 views 48.6 21.1
Independent - 24 views 51.6 20.5
Ours
Joint - 24 views (Single-path) 63.6 18.9
Independent - 24 views (Specific-path) 64.9 22.1
Independent - 24 views (Specific-network) 64.3 22.7
Single-Shot [35]
Joint - 4 views 61.0 50.7
Joint - 8 views 60.4 45.1
Joint - 16 views 60.0 33.3
Joint - 24 views 59.3 28.8
Table 6: Analysis of the trade-off between object detection and pose estimation
performance.
Losses mAP mAVP
Discrete (Eq. 4) 59.7 40.9
Euclidean (Eq. 5) 60.5 41.2
Huber (Eq. 6) 60.4 41.5
Table 7: Loss function analysis for the ObjectNet3D dataset. Object detection
and viewpoint estimation performances are reported.
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Figure 9: Object detection and pose estimation performance of our Single-path,
Specific-path and Specific-network architectures in the ObjectNet3D dataset.
Both AP and AVP metrics, with their associated precision-recall curves, are
reported.
training. Despite the similar performance among the different
approaches, we have observed a difference between the discrete
and the continuous models. We conclude that the continuous
approaches are more sensitive to the pose bias in the annotation
than the discrete models, hence requiring bigger datasets.
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Correct Prediction Bad Pose Bad Detection
Figure 10: Qualitative results produced by the Specific-path in the ObjectNet3D. In green, we depict the ground truth annotations, while in red we show the results
produced by our model. Rectangles correspond to the bounding boxes, while the arrows depict annotated orientations of the objects.
Method mAP mAVP
AlexNet [10] 54.2 35.4
VGG-16 [10] 67.5 42.6
Our 64.2 46.7
Table 8: Comparison with state-of-the-art models in the ObjectNet3D dataset.
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